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The Top of Its Class!The Best Homemade Baby Food on the Planet was nominated for the 2012
International Association of Culinary Professionals annual Cookbook Awards competition.
Considered the gold standard among cookbook awards and widely lauded as the most selective
in the industry, the IACP has been presenting its cookbook awards for more than 25 years to
promote quality and creativity in culinary writing and publishing. Past nominees include Julia
Child, Mark Bittman, and Thomas Keller, among others.Food Made with Love Is Food You Can
Trust!Preparing simple, homemade food in the comfort of your own kitchen is one of the greatest
gifts you can give your little one. Not only does it allow you to nourish your child with the most
pure and wholesome ingredients, but it also gives you the peace of mind of knowing what has
gone into every bite your baby takes.These are the best recipes for babies 10 to 11 months. The
Best Homemade Baby Food on the Planet shows you how simple and easy it is to prepare food
your baby will go absolutely ga-ga for. From quick purées to new and nourishing meals, you’ll
find it a breeze to prepare any and all of the recipes you and your little one fancy.And to make
things even more easy-peasy, you’ll find each recipe also contains:Two methods for preparation-
stovetop or microwave-wherever applicable, so you can whip up recipes in whatever time you
have. Many microwave options make it possible for meals to be made in less than 10 minutes.An
easy-to-spot snowflake icon on all recipes suitable for freezing, so you can make baby’s meals
at your convenience, or in batches, to save time and money.A complete nutritional analysis, so
you can be sure you’re giving your child the best possible start.Make your own super-delicious,
super-nutritious homemade baby food today—it’s guaranteed to be the best thing that’s ever
crossed the high chair!

In Anti-Inflammatory Food and Recipes, Beverly Lynn Bennett deftly explains the differences
between acute and chronic inflammation, details specific health effects, and outlines simple
lifestyle strategies to minimize the damage that chronic inflammation can cause. Since poor diet
is the primary driver of chronic inflammation, your food choices can make a crucial difference.
Anti-Inflammatory Food and Recipes identifies the most health-protective foods that contain the
highest concentrations of phytochemicals and other essential inflammation-fighting nutrients.
With Anti-Inflammatory Foods and Recipes as a guide, anyone can now effortlessly incorporate
a wide variety of these power-charged foods into everyday dishes. (This book) is enhanced with
the inclusion of 75 of Beverly's favorite recipes, offering a vast array of delicious, easy-to-prepare
options that range from a Nutty Chocolate Smoothies; to Chipotle-Almond Mayo; to Island Fruit
Salad on Greens; to Seared Pineapple with Date Caramel Sauce. Simply stated,Anti-
Inflammatory Foods and Recipes is unreservedly and seriously recommended for personal,
family, community, and academic library Health/Medicine collections in general, and Anti-



Inflammation supplemental studies reading lists in particular. --James A Cox, THE MIDWEST
BOOK REVIEW --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBeverly Lynn
Bennett is an experienced vegan chef and baker, writer, and animal advocate who is passionate
about showing the world how easy, delicious, and healthy it is to live and eat as a vegan. Beverly
is the author of numerous books including Almond Flour, Spiralize!,Kale: The Nutritional
Powerhouse,CHIA, and Vegan Bites. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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“This well-written and highly attractive book surpasses the traditional expert advice on the
nutritional content and preparation of healthy foods by invoking a developmental approach to
infant nutrition. In addition to learning about healthy food selection and preparation, the reader is
introduced to such developmental landmarks as the infant’s readiness to start solids and to
begin to familiarize with spoon feeding and the tastes and textures of various foods, and the
emergence of such skills as swallowing and chewing. Descriptions of subtle behavioral cues of
feeding readiness, such as the infant leaning towards a spoonful of solid food, provide a clear
and sound rationale for nutritional recommendations. Cogent explanations of the role of nutrients
such as fat and vitamins in infant physiology inform the selection of healthy foods. The reader
will not only learn how simple it is to make their baby’s meals at home, but also understand the
developmental and physiological rationales for healthy food choices. This is anticipatory
guidance on infant nutrition at its best!”—PAUL H. DWORKIN, M.D., Professor and Chair of
Pediatrics at the University of Connecticut School of Medicine and Physician-in-Chief of the
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center“As the obesity epidemic spreads across the world and
parents become more concerned than ever with what to put in their children’s mouths, The Best
Homemade Baby Food on the Planet takes a lot of the guesswork and frustration out of this
important parenting task. It is a must-have for parents and grandparents alike.”—VICTORIA
MCEVOY, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School and Medical
Director and Chief of Pediatrics at Massachusetts General West Medical Group“Tina Ruggiero
and Karin Knight have compiled an amazingly beautiful cookbook that shows you how easy it is
to make healthy and attractive food for even the pickiest of little ones. The Best Homemade
Baby Food on the Planet guides you through the first foods to finger foods and beyond with style
and ease.”—ROBIN ELISE WEISS, L.C.C.E., C.L.C., mother of eight and author of The
Complete Illustrated Pregnancy Companion and The Better Way to Breastfeed

THE BEST HOMEMADE BABY FOOD FOR YOUR 10-11 MONTH OLDKnow What Goes into
Every Bite withMore than 200 of the Most Deliciously NutritiousHomemade Baby Food
RecipesKarin Knight, R.N.Tina Ruggiero, M.S., R.D., L.D.
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INTRODUCTIONHigh-Fives from the High ChairIn an era where everything is fast—from the
food we eat to the pace we keep—you might think it’s impossible to make your own baby food,



but this book will show you how in surprisingly simple ways that save you time, effort, and
money.This book was written for every parent who wants to give their child the gift of healthy
eating habits that will last a lifetime. For parents, grandparents, and other caregivers, The Best
Homemade Baby Food on the Planet will become your trusted resource when it comes to
feeding infants and toddlers. Each recipe has been professionally tested and baby approved,
and most can be made in less than 10 minutes.The recipes use common ingredients that you
probably have on hand, and many can be safely refrigerated for a few days or frozen for later
use. Some don’t even require cooking! Best of all, the recipes in this book have significant
nutrient value and will help babies and toddlers develop a well-rounded palate that’s essential to
establishing preferences for vegetables, fruit, and other “superfoods” important for proper growth
and development.Given the health issues beginning to plague very young children—from
obesity to type 2 diabetes—it’s imperative that parents introduce infants to nourishing, high-
quality foods from the outset since doing so will help shape a child’s food preferences and
positively impact them for life. This book seeks to help you on this path by providing you with
delectable, straightforward recipes that are perfectly portioned for the healthy baby and toddler.
No matter which recipes you prepare, each offers taste, nutrition, simplicity, and enjoyment.Take
out your blender, feeding spoon, and baby bib and get ready for a fun-filled adventure with your
little one. There are many tasty memories ahead!“Every child begins the world again.”—Henry
David Thoreau

CHAPTER ONE1, 2, 3, Homemade: Your Pure and Simple Guide to Making the Best Baby Food
on the PlanetWhile it might sound complicated, making your own baby food is really quite
simple. You don’t need special skills, lots of time, or expensive produce. All you need are fresh
ingredients and a few simple tools. By following our suggestions on the next several pages, you’ll
be a pro in no time, and your baby’s first meals will be an exciting and enjoyable experience for
both of you!Homemade vs. Store-Bought Baby Food: Why Homemade Is BestThere’s nothing
like the taste of fresh, homemade baby food. And there’s no doubt it’s more nutritious than the
commercially prepared varieties. Why? Because the ingredients used to make ready-made baby
foods are heated to very high temperatures to sterilize them and to extend their shelf life. While
this makes the food safe for baby and convenient for you, the process also destroys most of the
natural flavors and aromas and even worse, some of the key nutrients. See for yourself; compare
the homemade purées in this book with the commercial brands you find in your local grocery
store. You’ll be amazed by the difference.You’ll also find that making your own baby food can be
less expensive than buying prepared jars of food, and that blending and freezing batches of
purées will save you precious time in the long run. Most important, by introducing your baby to
pure and wholesome ingredients at this tender age, you’ll be preparing him for a lifetime of
healthy eating.The goal of this book is to show you just how simple it can be to make your baby’s
meals at home; it’s really not as time-consuming as you think! And once you’ve begun to make
and freeze different types of meals, you’ll have your own special stock to choose from, and



running out of anything won’t ever be a concern. Sound simple? That’s because it is! Tasty
success in 10 Minutes or less!Many of the baby recipes in this book can be prepared on the
stovetop, in the oven, or in the microwave, and most can be made in 10 minutes or less. Some
recipes don’t even require cooking at all! Wherever possible, all methods of cooking are
listed.Should You Go Organic or Not?During the past several years, interest in organic food has
soared. Organic baby food, in particular, has grown in popularity as parents have become more
concerned about the potential effects pesticide residues might have on their baby’s health.The
most basic definition of organically grown food is that it is produced without the addition of
synthetic chemicals—including fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides—and without
the addition of hormones such as bovine growth hormone and antibiotics. It has also not been
genetically engineered. To carry the official “organic” label in the United States, food must be
grown according to a set of uniform standards approved by the U.S. department of Agriculture
(USDA). But does an organic seal mean that a food tastes better or is more nutritious than
something that’s been traditionally grown? Not necessarily, and that’s why you shouldn’t feel that
a non-organic diet is unhealthy.
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